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Summary 

The reaction of Ph&OH with 2 mol of HCO(CO)~ gives Ph&H in quantita- 
tive yield. The reaction is cleanly second order (k, = 2.50 X 10m4 1 mol-’ s-‘, in 
CHzClz at 2O”C), first order with respect to each reactant. The rate increases 
markedly with increase in solvent polarity, sugesting Ph,C’ as an intermediate. 
The rate of the reaction of HCO(CO)~ with Ph,CBF, is more than lo3 as fast 
as with Ph&OH. No evidence for the functioning of HCo(CO), as a hydride 
donor could be secured. 

Introduction 

The room temperature stoichiometric reaction between Ph$OH and HCo- 
(CO), to give Ph&H was first reported almost thirty years ago [ 11 _ After it 
became clear that aromatic carbinols probably react with HCO(CO)~ via inter- 
mediate carbocations [ 23, it was suggested [ 33 without experimental evidence, 
that the reaction pathway with Ph&OH was made possible by the strong acid 
character of HCo(CO), and consisted of the following steps: 

PhBCOH + HCO(CO)~ = Ph,&H, + Co(CO),- (la) 

Ph&H 2 = PhBe + Hz0 (lb) 

Ph,& co(CO) 4 =+ Ph3C* + .Co(CO), (le) 

PhsC. + HCo(CO)a -+ PhgCH + .Co(CO)d (Id) 

2 -Co(CO)4 + Co*(CO)f5 (W 

Ph&OH + ~HCO(CO)~ -+ PhsCH + Hz0 + Co2(CO)s (1) 

However, it is possible that reaction lb could be followed by direct hydride 
abstraction from HCo(CO),+ It has recently been shown [4] that HMn(CO), 
can function as a hydride donor in the presence of a strong acid. There is no 
such evidence for HCO(CO)~ functioning in the same capacity although it is 
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conceivable that carbocations might induce such behavior. 
The present investigation was undertaken to secure rate data for reaction 1 

and to attempt to persuade HCO(CO)~ to behave as a hydride donor in the 
presence of carbocations. 

Results and discussion 

Figure 1 shows that reaction 1 is a clean second order reaction; e.g., in the 
case of the methyl ethyl ketone (MEK)/CH,Cl, (l/4) reaction at 0°C there is 
a good second order fit through more than five half-lives, curve 5. The reaction 
is first order with respect to [HCO(CO)~] and [Ph,COH]. The magnitude of the 
rate constant increases with solvent polarity; at 0°C in MEK/CH&lz (l/l), 
curve 3, it is more than 200 times that in pure CHIClz and in pure MEK the, 
rate is too fast at 0°C to measure conveniently. These data suggest that Ph& is 
an intermediate_ 

The reaction of Ph,&F, with HCo(CO), was investigated in order to deter- 
mine its rate and stoichiometry. Were the reaction to proceed by hydride abstrac- 
tion according to eq. 2 one might expect one mol of Ph&H to be formed per 
mol of HCO(CO)~ consumed: 

Ph,&F, f HCo(COj, -+ Ph&H + ? (2) 

When l/l mixture of reactants was used the product consisted (after work- 
up) of a l/l mixture of Ph.&H and Ph&OH. However when 2 mol of HCO(CO)~ 
was used, a 100% yield of Ph&H was obtained according to eq. 3, probably via 
steps 3a and 3b (3b corresponds to the combination lc, Id, le): 

Ph&F, -I- HCo(CO)d + P~&CO(CO)~ + HBF4 (3a) 

Ph&Co(C0)4 + HCo(CO), -+ PhsCH + Coz(CO)s (3b) 

Ph$BFa f 2HCo(C0)4 ‘3 Ph&H + Co,(CO), + HBF4 (3) 

Kinetic measurements on reaction 3, Fig. 1, curve 1, again showed a good 
second order relationship with a rate constant more than a 1000 times that ob- 
tamed in the corresponding reaction with PhsCOH. Apparently simple hydride 
abstraction by Ph,C does not occur. 

Although the reaction of HMn(CO)S with CF$OsH liberates dihydrogen 143, 
similar treatment of HCO(CO)~ gave no gas evolution. Of course HCO(CO)~ is a 
very much stronger acid than HMn(CO)S and it may require a very much 
stronger acid than CF,S03H to force HCO(CO)~ to behave as a hydride. Despite 
the great versatility of HCO(CO)~ [ 51, there is as yet no evidence that it can 
function as a hydride donor. 

The addition of catalytic quantities of HBF,- Eta0 to reaction 1, increased 
the rate of this reaction (Fig. 1, curve 2), by a factor of more than 1000. This 
effect is very likely due to the enhancement of the rate of formation of the ion 
pair shown in eq. la. The suggestion of reactions lc-le imphcating radicals 
originally proposed in 1953 is now strengthened; in 1982 the first experimental 
evidence (CIDNP) for the presence of radicals in room temperature stoichiom- 
etric reactions with HCo(COj4 was reported [6]. 
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Fig. 1. Second order plots: (1~2 values in 1 mol- 1 s-l X 102): (1) PhsC-BF4 in CH2Clz at 0°C (i.14): (2) 
Ph3COH in CH2C12 at 0°C (catalytic quantity of HBFI-EtZO) (6.81): (3) Ph3COH in CH2Ci2/hlEK <l/l) 
at_O°C (1.45): (4) Ph3COH in CH2Cl+ZEK (2/l) at 0°C (1.10): (5) PhsCOH in CH2Clz/hIEK (4/l) at 
0 G (0.475); (6) PhgCOx in CH2Cl2lacetone (4!1) at 0°C (0.425); (7) Ph3COH in CHZC~Z lacetylacetone 

(411) at O°C (0.135); @) Ph3COH in CH2Cl2 at 20°C (0.025). 

Experimental 

Kinetic rneasztrements. The reaction of Ph&OH with HCO(CO)~ in 4/l 
CH&l,/MEK, which is typical of all kinetic runs, will be described in detail. 

To a 10 ml solution of 0.506 M HCO(CO)~ [?I in 4/I CH2C12/MEK, there 
was added 2.53 mmol of Ph&OH in 6 ml of the same solvent under CO at 
0” C. Samples were removed periodically and quenched with H2NCH&Xi&T&. 
The solution was shaken, diluted with cold water, and the organic layer 
separated, washed, dried, and evaporated to dryness. The residue was dis- 
solved in CDCXs and ‘H NMR determined from which the ratio of Ph,COH/ 
Ph&H was calculated. 
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The reaction between Ph,&F, and HCO(CO)~ (eq. 3) was carried out under 
CO similarly to the kinetic runs described+above. 2,6_Dimethylnaphthalene 
was used as an internal standard. The Ph3CBF4 was prepared according to the 
literature :S] and was used immediately. After completion of the reaction, the 
solution was sampled and the IR spectrum showed the presence of Co2(CO)s. 
A syringe needle was inserted in the septum (which had sealed the flask) to 
release any CO. After standing in the open for about 10 min vigorous CO (gas 
phase IR) evolution occurred and an unstable yellow precipitate separated: it 
was extremely sensitive to moisture. This precipitate was filtered under CO, 
washed twice with CHzClz, and then with pentane. It melted with decomposi- 
tion at 100-103°C; its IH NMR spectrum in CH&N showed phenyl protons 
only and the IR spectrum in CH&N showed no carbonyl bands. The IR spec- 
trum of the mull was quite similar to that of Ph,(%F,. On shaking a CHICll 
suspension of the compound with H,O, the aqueous layer turned the pink 
color characteristic of Co*‘. Evaporation of the CH$& layer gave pure Ph&OH. 
We tentatively assign the structure Ph,C[Co(BF,),] to this compound although 
the analysis was not completely satisfactory. Found [9] : C, 36.72; H, 3.02; Co, 
10.00; F, 31-70; B, 6.11. C19H15C03F12B3 calcd.: C, 40.56; H, 2.69; Co, 10.47; 
F, 40.52; B, 5.76%. In view of the great difficulty in handling this compound 
and in view of its marginal significance to the major thrust of this work, no 
further characterization was attempted. 
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